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Introduction:
Nowadays, high accuracy and performance of critical to many machine vision system,
a method that use telecentric lens allows highest possible accuracy to be obtained. This
tutorial introduced the concept and set up for the object-space telecenric system and
image-space telecentric system and advantages of telecentric lens that can impact the
system performance. Also, some recent advanced product of telecentric lens or systems
in optical field are provided.
Concept of Telecentric Lens:
The definition of telecentric lens is that a compound lens with entrance pupil or exit
pupil at infinity distance, which can provide orthographic view of the subject. Because
of the infinity entrance pupil or exit pupil, chief ray, which pass through the center of
aperture stop will parallel to the optical axis in front of or behind the optical system.
Commonly, there are two kinds of telecentric, one is objective-space telecentric,
another one is image-space telecentric.
Object-space Telecentric System:
For the object-space telecentric system, the entrance pupil of this system at infinity. The
easiest way to make an object-space telecentric system is placing the stop at the rear
focal plane and maintain the entrance pupil at infinity.
Normally, the image plane or detector is placed, which means nominal object position
is in focus. The concept drawing of object-space telecentric system is shown in Fig 1.

Fig 1. Concept Drawing of Object-space Telecentric System

When the object is displaced from the nominal object position, the location and size of
the resulting image changes. The chief ray does not change, and the ray bundle remains
centered on the chief ray. On the detector, a blur will be recorded, but the height of the
centroid of this blur does not change from the original image height. This situation is
shown in Fig 2.

Fig 2. Object Displacement in Object-space Telecentric System
In an object-space telecentric system, the measured image size is independent of the
object location. The measured image will be blurred, but the centroid height of this blur
does not change. The magnification of the recorded image of the object is fixed, and
the correct object size can be determined. This situation is shown in Fig 3.

Fig 3. Image Measurement in Object-space Telecentric System
Object-space telecentric systems are almost always used at close finite conjugates. The
maximum object size is limited to approximately the radius of the objective lens due to
vignetting considerations. As the nominal object distance increases, the image and the
detector move closer to the stop position. The required lens diameter increases. At some
point a practical limit is reached, and the lens will become the system stop – the system
will no longer be telecentric. We can compare the figure below to understand it.

Fig 4. Finite Conjugates of Object-space Telecentric System
Image-space Telecentric System:
For the image-space telecentric system, the exit pupil of this system at infinity. The
easiest way to make an image-space telecentric system is placing the stop aperture at
the front focal plane and maintain the exit pupil at infinity.
In image-space telecentric system, defocus of the image plane or detector will not
change the image height or magnification, which means the image-space telecentric
system has changeless magnification. The concept drawing of image-space telecentric
system is shown in Fig 5.

Fig 5. Concept Drawing of Image-space Telecentric System

Determine the F-number and Working F-number of Object/Image-space
Telecentric System:
For object-space telecentric system, entrance pupil is at infinity and size is infinite,
which means the F-number of object-space telecentric system is not determined.
For image-space telecentric system, shown in Fig 6, the working F-number is defined
as:

Note that the approximation f/#w ≈ (1-m) f/# cannot be used in this situation, as the
system does not satisfy the requirement needed for this approximation that DEP ≈ DXP.

Fig 6. Determine the F-number of Image-space Telecentric System
Double Telecentric:
Besides the object-space telecentric and image-space telecentric system, we can use
afocal system made a double telecentric system. The system stop of double telecentric
system is located at the common focal point, so the chief ray is still parallel to the optical
axis in object and image space. The entrance pupil and exit pupil are both located at
infinity, and both size are infinite. All double telecentric system must be afocal system.
Since the ray bundle is centered on the chief ray, this condition guarantees that height
of the blur forming the image is independent of axial object shifts or image plane shifts.

Fig 7. Concept of Double Telecentric System

The Advantages of Telecentric System:
(1) Zero Angle Field of View to Minimize the Paraxial Error
Commonly, we use conventional lenses in our daily life, which have angular field of
view. For the conventional lenses image, if the distance between the lens and object is
increased, the magnification of this system will decrease. Our human eyes have the
same function, and it contributes the depth perception. Also, this angular field of view
in conventional lenses will introduce paraxial error that decrease the accuracy of the
image. A typical angular field of view conventional lens is shown in Fig 8.

Fig 8. Typical Angular Field of View Conventional Lens
According to the previous introduction of telecentric lenses, telecentric system has
constant field of view, which can benefits and constraints for gauging application. As
result, telecentric system’s magnification does not change in respect to depth, it is the
first and primary advantage of telecentric system. A typical zero angle field of view
telecentric lens is shown in Fig 9.

Fig 9. Typical Zero Angle Field of View Telecentric Lens
A comparison result between the photo taken by fixed focal length lens (Angular field
of view conventional lens) and the photo taken by zero angle field of view telecentric
lens is shown in figure below:

Fig 10. Cube Set Up to Take Photos

Fig 11. Photo Taken by Fixed Focal Length Lens (Angular field of view conventional
lens)

Fig 12. Photo Taken by Zero Angle Field of View Telecentric Lens
This photo comparison shows the difference image function between angular field of
view conventional lens and zero angle field of view telecentric lens clearly. The photo
taken by zero angle field of view telecentric lens is hard to tell which cube is in front
of the other, but for the photo taken by fixed focal length lens is so obvious the bigger
cube is in front of the smaller one.
This comparison described the importance of minimizing the parallel error, because in
real life, automated inspection tasks are imaging objects that move through the
field of view of an imaging system, and the position of parts is rarely perfectly
repeatable. If the working distance is not identical for each object that the lens is
imaging, the measurement of each object will vary due to the magnification shift.
A machine vision system that outputs different results based on a magnification
calibration error is a non-reliable solution and cannot be used when high precision
is necessary. Telecentric Lenses eliminate the concern about measurement errors
that would otherwise occur due to factors such as a vibrating conveyor or inexact
part locations.
There are more figures to verify the conclusion above.

Fig 13. Object Set Up

Fig 14. Photos Taken by Conventional Lens (left) and Telecentric Lens (right)

(2) Telecentric Lens Has Large Depth of Field
The depth of field is controlled by the wavelength and F-number of the lens, which
means telecentric lens has larger depth of field than conventional lens due to the
symmetrical blurring on either side of best foucus.
For conventional lens, if the object is moved in and out of focus, blur will not be
symmetric because of paraxial error. But for telecentric lens, the blur will be
symmetric due to zero angle field of view.
In practice, this means that features such as edges retain their center of mass
location; an accurate measurement can still be made when the object is beyond best
focus as long as the contrast remains high enough for the algorithm being used by
the machine vision system to function properly.

(3) Telecentric Lens Has Lower Distortion Value
Distortion in image is defined by the actual positon of object to appear in a wrong
location after through the image system, that can decrease the performance accuracy.
Due to the inherent paraxial error in conventional lenses, photo taken by conventional
lens will have large amount of distortion. Obviously, zero angle field of view telecentric
lens will produce small amount of distortion.
The figures below shows the difference between measurement by using fixed focal
length lens (conventional lens) and telecentric lens.

Fig 15. Measurement by Using Fixed Focal Length Lens and Telecentric Lens
From the figures above, we can easily observed the performance of image quality
(distortion) of using telecentric lens is much better than using fixed focal length lens.
The distortion vs. image height plot of telecentri lens is also provided below:

Fig 16. Distortion vs. Image Height Plot of Telecentric Lens

Recent Product of Telecentric System:
The 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM Telecentirc Lens from Edmund Optics is
introduced in this tutorial, figure of this telecentric lens is shown in Fig 17.

Fig 17. 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM Telecentirc Lens
TECHSPEC® TitanTL™ Telecentric Lenses are designed for machine vision systems
and metrology applications that require a large field of view. These lenses feature large
maximum sensor formats, a variety of working distance and magnification options, and
a rear filter holder on the back of the lenses to allow for easy filter integration. On our
118mm, 182mm and 242mm FOV versions, the integrated mounting flange allows for
ease of securing each lens without requiring an additional mount and provides an easy
to locate reference plane. TECHSPEC® TitanTL™ Telecentric Lenses contain shims
that provide adjustment for variation in camera sensor location, an adjustable iris and a
3 set screw lens mount for simple rotational alignment to the camera. Typical
applications include automotive and electronic inspection, measurement and gauging
applications. The technical drawing of 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM Telecentirc
Lens is shown in Fig 18.

Fig 18. Technical Drawing of 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM Telecentirc Lens
The table below is the specification of the 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM
Telecentirc Lens.

Table 1. Specification of 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM Telecentirc Lens
Also, there are numbers of performance plots in Distortion vs. Image Height, Relative
Illumination, MTF and Working Distance Shift for 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM
Telecentirc Lens are shown in figures below with F-number = f/8.

Fig 19. Distortion vs. Image Height Plot

Fig 20. Relative Illumination Plot

Fig 21. MTF Plot

Fig 22. Working Distance Shift Plot

Conclusions:
In this tutorial, I introduced and described what is telecentric lens, and presented the
concepts of object-space telecentric system, image-space telecentric system and double
telecentric system. Also, I enumerated three advantages of telecentric lens, which are
smaller paraxial error, larger depth of field and smaller distortion than conventional lens.
At last, I list a recent advanced telecentric lens in Edmund Optics with drawing and
performances, this telecentric lens is 0.050X, 1/1.8” C-Mount TitanTLTM Telecentirc
Lens.
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